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4. A TAUBERIAN TI~EORE~ FOI~ EQUILIBI~IUM POINTS 01~I I~OUNDISH CURVES 
In this section, we let Y be a Jordan curve of class Cv+, p> 2, and 
z=¢(w)  will again denote the (continuous extension to ]w[>l of the) 
normalized conformal map from [w[ > 1 onto the exterior of Y. We let 
(4.1) ~=¢(d%) ,  k=l ,  ..., n; 01<.. .<On<Ol+2z 
be an nth order equilibrium set on y; points 
(4.2) Zk=qb(eitk), k= 1, ..., n; t l< ... <tn<t l+ 27~ 
will be used for comparison. Placing electrons at the points zg, the net 
tangential force on the electron at zj will be 
Tj(zl, ..., z~)= y. F(tj, t~)/L¢'(e~tj)l, 
k~v-j 
where F(t, u)=(b/bt)log Iq~(dt)-¢(e~U)l; thus for our equilibrium points 
$1, ..., ~ ,  
(4.3) ~_ F(Oj, 0~)= 0, j = 1, ..., n 
(cf. Section 1). We now define 
(4.4) 3~=t~-O~, k=l  . . . .  , n; ~=av 3~=(31÷...÷3n)/n. 
I f  ~ = 0 for all k, the forces T¢ will all be zero, hence for very small 3k's 
of arbitrary sign, the Tj's will be small. Similarly, if vk = 30 or t~ = Ok + 30 
for all k, the forces Tj will turn out to be relatively small (cf. (4.22) below). 
We will show, conversely, that  small forces imply either small 3~'s or 
almost constant 3~'s. Our principal result hero is as follows: 
THEOREM 1. For every roundish Jordan curve Y o/ class Cv+, p>~3, 
there exist, besides the basic positive constant m=m(y)= rain Fu(t, u), a 
sequence o] constants (~n = (~n(Y) ~ 0 and a ]amily o/positive integers N(e)= 
=N(y,  s) (one /or each s>0)  such that the ]ollowing is true. Let n be any 
positive integer, let ~ = q~(e~°k), k = 1, ..., n be any nth order equilibrium set 
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(4.1) on y, and let z~=¢(e~tk), ]c=1, ..., n be an arbitrary set o/ distinct 
points (4.2) on y. Define Te=t~-O~, f=av  v~, and set 
(4.5) ~n=u(h, ..., tn)= max I~ F(t~, t~)l. 
i k* i  
(i) I /  the points z~ alternate with the points $~, then 
1 un÷ 5n 
(4.6) max Irk -- Vl < ; 
k m n 
/or a curve o/ class C 4+, one has dn<Al(y)/n. 
(ii) I / the  points z$ do not alternate with the points ~,  and the z~'s and 
t~'s are (re)numbered such that rain ~:~<0< max v~, then /or n> N(s), 
2+s  ~n 
(4.7) max lv~l < - -  
m n 
Precise information about 5n, N(s) and A1 may be found in ~ho proof. 
We begin with a simple lemma that is easily verified by inspection. 
LEptA  4.1. For y o/ class C~ +, p> 2, the /unction 
G(t, u )= F(t, u ) -  ½ cot ½(t-u) 
- f ie~tqS'(eit) ieit t 
'will be o~ class C~ -2. For fixed t, the /unction 
g(x) = e(t,  t + x) = ne  + {e(x) -- g(0)} qS' (e it) 
is o/ class C[2 2. One has G(t, u)= 0 or G(t, t)= 0 i /and  only i /y  is a circle. 
As preparation for the proof of Theorem 1, we need some preliminary 
information on the spacing of equilibrium points: 
LEMMA 4.2. Let y be a roundish curve o/ class Cp +, p>~2, and let 
Sk=~b(e~°k), = l  . . . .  , n be an nth order equilibrium set (4.1) on y. Then, 
defining Oo = On - 2z and 
(4.S) ~=O~-Oo-2~k/n ,  k=l ,  ..., n; ~=av ~, 
one has 
=  ln) + M(a)ln}/m 
(4.9) max IOk-Oo-(?-  2~k/nl < whenever p > 2, 
B1/n = {2M(Gu) + M(G)}/mn i/ p >~ 3. 
Here m= minFu(t ,  u), while co(G, 5) and M(H)  denote the modulus o/ 
continuity o/ G(t, u) and the maximum o/ jH(t, u)]. 
There exist various results on the spacing of Fekete points which are 
valid under weaker conditions on Y (ef. [11] Ch. 7, [3], [5], [6]). 
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PROOF. In order to use Lemma 3.3, we have to estimate 
~=max I Z {F(Oj, O~+~j-V~)-F(Oj, O~)}[ 
i k=~J 
(4.10) :max l~. iF (O , ,01 ,÷27~) l  
(ef. (4.3)). However, for sums of the latter kind, we have Formula 2.3! 
Indeed, for fixed t, the function 
F(t, t .4. x) -4- ½ cot ½x = G(t, t ,4, x) = g(x) 
is of class C~ -~ (Lemma 4.1). Thus, 
~.~ F( t , t÷2~knJ  ) 
(4.11) 
where g(0) = G(t, t) and 
~Ie l~ce  
(4.1~) 
= F t,t+2ze 
~r b 2n 
= ~p.v .  oS F(t, t + x) dx -  g(O) + E~(g), 
log(G, ~r/n)n whenever p>~ 2, 
IEn(g)t ~< 2M(Gu) if p>~ 3. 
We next show that the p.v. integral in (4.11) is zero. Indeed, it is 
equal to 
2~ 2z 
S g(x) dx = S G(t, u) du 
0 0 (4.13) 
= Re Iwl"=l (q)~~((w) eit-wJ iw 
(cf. Lemma 4.1). By Cauchy's theorem, the last integral may be taken 
over any circle [wl=r~>l (eft (1.1)). Letting r--> ~,  one finds that its 
constant value must be zero. 
Combination of (4.10)-(4.12) shows that 
l o~(G, u/n)n + M(G) whenever p >~ 2, 
(4.14) ~<~ 2M(Gu)+M(G) if p>3.  
We now apply Lemma 3.3, taking u~=O~, vk=Oo+2~k/n. One concludes 
that 
(4.15) max I~/~--~l <~2/mn 
which together with (4,14) egtablishes (4.9). 
With Lemma 4.2 in hand, we can prove the basic lemma from which 
Theorem 1 will readily follow: 
L~A 4.3. Let ~ be a roundish curve o[ class C~ +, p>2,  let ~=qS(e~Ok), 
k=l ,  ..., n be an nth order equilibrium set (4.1) on y, and let z~=qS(e~tk), 
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k=l ,  ...,n be an arbitrary set o] n points (4.2) on y. Define v~=t~-O~, 
f=av  ~, ~n= maxj ] ~_~.lF(ts, tk)l. Then 
l (Un +#n')/mn whenever p > 2, 
(4.]6) max Ivk--~[< (un+ttn,, max 17:k])/mn i] p>~3. 
Here m= min Fu(t, u), 
' 2 l~ n =20)(G, fn+~/n) n+ M(G), (4.17) (#n"=0)(H, B2/n)n+M(H), H=Gt+Gu, B2=BI+z, 
with fin and B1 as in Lemma 4.2. 
PRoo]r. We have information on ~.~ F(tj, t~); in order that we may 
apply Lemma 3.3, we will estimate the sums 
(4.18) Sy= ~, F(tj, t~+v-vk)= ~ E(Oi+v~,, O~+vj), j=  l, ..., n. 
Since the singular part ½ cot ½(t-u) of F(t, u) is not affected by equal 
shifts in t and u, the equilibrium condition (4.3) enables us to write 
s j= ~: {F(0j+~j, 0~+~j)-F(0j, 0~)} 
/z*i 
(4.19) 
= ~ {¢(0j+~j, 0~+~)-~(0j, 0~)}. 
/¢-f 
Sums of the latter type (which normally include the corresponding 
term for k=j) can be estimated with the aid of Formula 2.2. Lemma 4.2 
provides the necessary information on the oscillation of the 0k's around 
equally spaced points; the conclusion is that 
I (4.20) 0 
< o){G(Oj + ~, u + ~j)-a(Oj, u), f~ + ~/n}.n. 
By the preceding proof, the integral is zero. Thus, simply estimating 
O)(/1--/2,  ~) by 0)(11, 3)+0)(1~, ~) and similarly for M(/1-/2), 
(4.21') IS~]<20)(G, fln+~/n)n+2M(G)=#n', j= l ,  ..., n. 
We can do better if p/> 3. In that case, 
1 
a(oj+ ~, u+ ~)-a(o~, u)=~ d~G(O~+ ~v, u+ ~v) 
0 
1 
=~ ~ H(O~+~v, u+~v)dv, 
0 
where H = Gt + Gu. Hence, 
0){¢(0~+ ~,u+ ~)-¢(o~, u), ~}< I~I~(H, ~). 
Remembering that fin can now be replaced by B~/n (Lemma 4.2), it thus 
follows from (4.19), (4.20) that for each j, 
(4.21") IS~[ < 1~I[0)(H, (Bl+z)/n}nq-M(H)]=#n"tvi[. 
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Combining (425), (4.18) and (4.21), one finds that  
max [ ~ {F(t;., t~+ry- r~) -F ( ty ,  t~)} I 
]S]] ~ t ~n + fln" whenever  p>2,  
< ~4n-+- max 
( ~n+#n" max [r~[ if p>3.  
Application of Lemma 3.3 (with u~ = t~, v~ = 0~, ]e = ~)  oompletes the proof. 
K~MARK. The above analysis shows quite generMly that  for points t~ 
obtained from the points 0k by constant shifts ~ = ~0, the tangential forces 
are relatively small: for p > 3, 
(4.22) ] ~ F(Oj+'co, O~+ ro)l <#n"lToI, j=  1, ..., n. 
k*i 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1, PART (i). Suppose that  the points z~, ..., z~ 
alternate with the equilibrium points ¢1, ..., Cn. We then renumber the 
points ze such that  zo lies between ¢, and ¢,+~, ~= 1, ..., n, where ¢~+1=¢1. 
We also determine the te's such that  tv lies between G and G+~, ~= 1, ..., n; 
here 0n+l=01+2z.  Since / )>3,  it now follows from (4.9) that  
0 < ~k = t~-  Ok < 0~+1 - Ok < 27c/n + 2B1/n = 2B2/n, 
k= 1, ..., n, where Be=BI+n.  Thus by the result in Lemm~ 4.3 for the 
case Io > 3, 
max [~-- ~[ < (~n ÷ #n"2Be/n)/mn = (~n + ~n)/mn, 
y~ 
where by (4.17) and (4.9), 
(~n = 2Be{~o(H, Be~n) + M(H)/n}, H = Gt ÷ Gu, 
(4.2a) 
Be = -- {2M(Gu) + M(G)} + ~. 
m 
When 1o>4, H will be of class C 1, hence m(H, B2/n)<BsBe/n, where 
Ba can be expressed in terms of suprema of second derivatives of G. 
Thus in that  case, ¢3n<Ba/n. 
PI~OOF OF THEOREM 1, PART (ii). Suppose now that  the points zx, ..., zn 
do not alternate with the equilibrium points ¢1, ..., Cn. Then there will 
be consecutive points Cr, ¢r+1 between which there is no point z~. Choosing 
such a pair, we renumber the points z~ such that  the particular points z~ 
which "bracket" the pair Cr, Cr+l receive the indices r, r+ l .  Thus for 
appropriate determination of the t~'s, 
"Or - - -  tr-- Or < O, "~r+l = tr+l - -  Or+l >~ O, 
hence rain ~ < 0 << max ~, and 
max [T~] < max ~-  min ~:v<2 max II:~--~I. 
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Looking at the result in Lemma 4.3 for the case p>3,  it follows that 
(4 .24)  max ITkl < 2(~ ~-Z*~" max l'c¢l)/mn. 
We now choose for N=N(e)=N(y ,  s) the smallest positive integer such 
that 
2 ,, 2 {o~(H,B~/:V)+M(H)/N}< 27~ (4.25) m~ ~ = Vn 
(Here H and B2 are as in (4.23).) Combining (4.24) and (4.25), one con- 
cludes that whenever n>N,  
2 e 
- -  ~ .  + max Irk! max ]T~I < mn ~ ' 
or  
2+e 
max I~I < z. .  
mn 
APPLICATION 1. Electrons on the unit circle. In this case, ~b(w)= w, and 
G(t, u)=0 (Lemm~ 4.1). Thus by Lemm~ 3.1, m= 1/4 and by Lemma 4.3, 
#n' = 0. We may t~ke nth roots of unity for our equilibrium points ~k = e ~%, 
so that 0k=2zk/n. Placing electrons at the points Zk=eitk, k= l, ..., n, 
it now follows from (4.16) that 
4 
(4.26) max It1~--2z]c/n--fl = max ITk--fl • n~n, 
k 
where 
~= max ] ~ 1 cot ½(tj-tk)l. 
i /c* i  
In the special case where the points zk=eitk also form an nth order 
equilibrium set, so that Un= 0, (4.26) shows that 
k 
t~=2~-  +f ,  k-- l ,  ..., n: 
n 
the only nth order equilibrium sets on the unit circle are the sets obtained 
from the nth roots of unity by a rotation. 
APPLICATION 2. Different nth order equilibrium sets on roundish curves 
o] class C~ +, p>3.  Let n~>N(2)=N(y, 2) (see (4.25)), and suppose that 
zl, ..., zn form an nth order equilibrium set on y different from the given 
equilibrium set ~1, ..., Sn. Then Un=0; since (4.7) cannot hold, the points 
z~ must alternate with the points ~.  Part (i) of Theorem 1 now shows that 
1 3n whenever p ~ 3, 
mn 
(4.27) max [Vk--~l < 
1 k B5 ~i f  p>4.  
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Thus, the conformal pre-images of the points zk must be relatively close 
to the points obtained by rotating the conformal pre-images of the points 
~ through a fixed angle. 
5. THE SHIFT FUNCTION (~ 
Let y be a Jordan curve of class Cv+ where for the moment p > 3, and 
let z= q~(w) be the standard conformal map from the exterior of [w I = 1 
onto the exterior of y. The functions F(t, u) and G(t, u) will have the same 
definitions in terms of ~b as before (ef. (1.2) or Section 4). 
In order to obtain good approximations to nth order equilibrium sets 
~=qS(e~%), k=l , . . . ,n  (4.1) on 7, we should try to construct sets 
z~=~5(e~tk), I t=l ,  ..., n (4.2) on y for which the "tangential forces" are 
small, or equivalently, for which the number 
(5.1) ~n=~(tl . . . .  , t , )=max j ~ F(t~, t~)] 
is small. H we can also see to it that the numbers t~ do not alternate 
with the numbers 0~, for example, by making tn=On, then by Theorem 1, 
the points zk will be very close to the points ~.  
In Section 4 (see (4.11)-(4.13)) we took equally spaced numbers 
t~=a+2~ k-, k- -1 , . . . ,n  
n 
and found that 
n 2n 
F(t~, u)du-G(tj, tj) + En(~, j ) Z F(tj, a )= ~ p.v. 0 k*i  (5 .2)  
where  
= -G(tj, tj) + E.( . ,  j), 
for all ~ and j. Thus 
hm sup  ~ = M{G(t, t)};  
the tangential forces do not tend to zero as n -+ co unless G(t, t)=0, 
which happens only if 7 is a circle (cf. Lemma 4.1). 
Attempting to reduce the tangential forces for given n, we will apply 
a small non-constant perturbation to our equidistant t~'s. Let ~ be a smooth 
real function of period 2~ which will be determined later. Taking n > 2M(T'), 
we introduce as our new numbers t~ the solutions of the equations 
= + k= 1,  . . . ,  n .  
"/b "tb 
Roughly speaking, the effect will be that the measure du in (5.2) is 
replaced by d{u-q~(u)/n}. For a precise analysis, we set 
/gu) = F(tj, u) = aCtj, u) - ½ cot ½(u-  tj). 
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Then the function 
g~(u) = a(t~, u) 
will be of class C ~-~e. (Lemma 4.1). We now apply Formula 2.5 with 
r=p-2 ,  requiring that T be of class C~2 ~. The conclusion is that 
~ f(t;, t~)= N p.v. ° I f(t,., ~)d ~-~(u) 
(5.4') ~*~" 
--~ "t  ' t  " -a(t~, ty) (y)/(n-q~ (~)}+W.(o~,3, q~), 
where 
(5.4") 
Here 
I IE~(~, j, ~)1 < {o~(g~.cp-2), 2z/n) + ~(~(~-~), 2~ln)} n3-v 
+ Q~-2,j n2-~. 
o~(g~ ~'-2), 2zln) < ~(6v-2 Glbu~-2, 2zln), j = 1,.. . ,  n; 
the constant Qp-2,3 can be expressed as a polynomial in 
i ! o. @ ), . . . ,  M(g~-~)), M(q;), ., M(~(~-')) 
with positive absolute constants as coefficients, hence it is dominated 
by the corresponding polynomial Rv-2 in 
M(bG/Su), ..., M(bv-2 G/buv-2), M(qd), ..., M(~0(p-1)) 
which is independent of j. Remarking, finally, that p.v. ~ F(t~, u)du = 0 
(cf. (4.13)), we obtain 
LEMMA 5.1. For y o/ class C~ +, p>~3, real q~ o] class C~Z 1, n~>2M(~') 
and numbers t~ defined as the solutions o/ (5.3), 
1 2:, 
F(tj, t~) + -~ p.v. ~ F(tj, u) dq~(u) + G(tj, tj) 
(5.5') k,~ o 
- lqJ'(tl)/(n-~o'(tj)}÷En(~,j , q~), 
where /or all c¢ and j, 
(5.5") I ]En(o~,j, cf)l < {~o(bP-PG/buv-2, ~/n) + ~o@(~-1),+ Rv-2 n 2-p2~/n)} na-P 
with a constant Rv_2 that can be expressed as a polynomial in 
M(bG/bu), ..., M(bv-9 G/bu~-2), M@'), ..., M(qJ(P-1)). 
For the time being, we will take p = 3 and combine the term involving 
~" with the remainder. (There will be some discussion of the case p > 4 
in Section 6.) However, our purpose is not so much to make the left-ha~d 
side of (5.5') small: we would like to make the sums ~. j  _F(tl, t~) small! 
Their smallness would follow if we could choose ~o such that the p.v. 
30 Series A 
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integral in (5.5') cancels the term G(tj, t~). Using the value of G(t, t) given 
in Lemma 4.1, we thus obtain 
L]~M~A 5.2, Let y be o/ class C 3+, and suppose that ~ is a (real) class 
C~, solution o] the integral equation 
- -  2~ 1 d 
(5.6) ] p.v. S •(t, u) d~(u)= -G(t, t)= -~ log I~'(e~t)[. 
2~ o 
Then /or n > 2M(~'), 
(5.7) ~n= max I Z F(tj, t~)[<wn=o~(Gu, 2~/n)÷~o(~0", 2u/n)+K1/n, 
where the constant KI=M(q/ ')÷R1 can be expressed in terms o] M(Gu), 
M(~') and M(qS'). 
The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of the integral 
equation 
1 2n 
(5.8) 2--~p.v. S F(t, u)d~(u)=h'(t), 
0 
where h is in C~. We begin by integrating: 
L~M~A 5.3. For 7 o/ class Cp +, p>2 and under the condition that 
be in C~, equation (5.8) is equivalent o the equation 
2~ 
1 ] log IqS(e~t)-¢(elU)l dq~(u)=h(t), (5.9) f i÷ ~ o 
where h is in C~, and fi ks a suitable constant. 
PRoof. With y ~nd ~ as smooth as indicated, the left-hand side of 
(5.8) will be continuous, and 'it will be the derivative of the left-hand 
side of (5.9). Indeed, one may split F(t, u) in the usual w~y as 
b {log lelt-eiUl+ log lq~(eit)-¢(elu)l}ei t _ et u =½ cot ½(t-u)+G(t, u). 
The regular part G(t, u) gives no difficulty. As to the singul~r p~rt, the 
function 
2n 
p.v. S } cot ½(t-u) d~(u) 
0 
2~ 
:¼ S (cot ½v)(~'(t-v)-¢(t+v)}dv (=~'(t)) 
0 
is Mso continuous, and it is the derivative of 
2zz 
¼ ~ (cot ½v){q~(t-v)-cf(t+v)}dv 
0 2~ 
=½ ~ (log sin ½v){~'(t-v)+qY(t+v)}dv 
o 
2~ 
= y log leit-e~u I dq~(u) (=~(t ) ) .  
0 
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DIscussIo~ oF (5.9). Thinking of d u as w, the integral in (5.9) can 
be considered as an integral over the unit circle in the w-plane. It  will 
be better to go to the z-plane. Setting 
¢(e~t)--z, ¢(ei~)=$, ~0(u)=#(g), h(t)=H(z), 
one obtains a familiar representation problem of potential theory: to 
express given H(z) in the form 
1 
(5.10) H(z)=fi+ -~ ~ log Iz-¢j d#(g), z on y. 
Let D be the interior of y and E its exterior. We introduce the harmonic 
function U~(z) in D which is continuous on clos D and matches H(z) 
on y, and also the bounded harmonic function Ue(z) in E which is con- 
tinuous on dos E and equal to H(z) on y. Taking z in E, Green's theorem 
shows that, at least formally, 
1 5 U(~)-  U(~) ~ S{log ]z-$l ~ 8-~ log lz-~l} ds 
(5.11) ~0 if U= U~, 
/ Ue(z)- Ue(oo) if U = Ue, 
where N is the outward normal to y. Subtracting the first relation from 
the second, one finds that 
1 ~--N~ {Ue(¢) -- UI(¢)} d, v~(z) = u~(o~)+ I log Iz-~l 
(5.1~) 
1 = ud~)+ ~ l log lz-~l d{V~(~)- V~(~)}, 
where Ve denotes a harmonic function conjugate to Ue in E, V~ one 
conjugate to Ul in D. Under appropriate conditions this formula can be 
extended to y, thus giving a solution of (5.10). 
The main problem is to show that (5.12) provides an actual solution 
in our case, and that the corresponding function ~ has the right amount 
of smoothness (ef. [10]). 
LEM~A 5.4. Let y be o/ class C 1+~, e>0 and let H(z) be absolutely 
continuous on y with L 2 derivative. Then H (z) has precisely one representation 
o/ the /orm (5.10) with ~ d~ = O, d#($) absolutely continuous and dtt/ds in L 2. 
In terms el the ]unctions U and V described above, the constant t 3 equals 
Ue(c~) and 
b 
(5.13) d#($)--- ~-~ {Ue($)- U~($)}ds=d{Ve(~)- V~(~)}. 
SKETCH O:F PICOOF. (i) We indicate how to establish the first result 
in (5.11). Let z=~b~(w) denote a 1 -1  conformal map from ]w]<l onto D. 
It is clear that the first formula (5.11) holds for the curve yr: z=q~(re~u), 
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0 <u< 2~, where r< 1. Keeping z fixed in E, we now let r ~ 1, going to 
the w-plane to carry out the limit process. 
Since 7 is of class C TM, the function ¢~'(w) will be continuous for 
lw[ ~ 1 and nowhere qual to zero (cf. [1], ch. 10). The harmonic function 
ul(w)= U~{q~(w)}= ~ cnrtnle ~nu, w=re ~u 
- -00  
will have absolutely continuous boundary function u~(e~u)=H(q~t(du)} 
with derivative in L 2, hence ~n2tCn[2<oo. Thus as r~ 1, the radial 
derivative bui(re~U)/br will converge in L 2 to its boundary function. Since 
at a point of 7r, 
AN As = [qS~ (retU)l, lim -~- = lim 
one concludes that 
b u~(~) ds 
log [z-~] ~ ~ log Iz-qS~(relu)] r b ul(reiu) 
= 57 
(ii) 
(iii) 
that 
converges in L2 to the corresponding function with r = 1, and similarly 
for the other term on the left-hand side of (5.11). 
The second result in (5.11) is proved in a similar way. 
For z in E, relation (5.12) follows by subtraction. Part (i) shows 
ds 6 
bN du 5r 
is in L 2 as a function of u, hence bUl(~)/bN will be in L 2 on 7 as a function 
of s; similarly for 6Ue($)/SN. I t  follows that the right-hand side of (5.12) 
defines a continuous function on clos E; for z on Y, one thus obtains a 
representation el H(z) in the /orm (5.10). Our representing measure has 
the form (5.13) (note that bU/bN=bV/bs), and hence satisfies the con- 
ditions stated in the lemma. 
(iv) The representing measure is unique. Indeed, ff some H(z) had two 
representations, there would be a nice measure d# (that is, one satisfying 
the conditions in the lemma) such that 
K(z) = ]r log [z- ~[ d#(¢) 
is constant on 7; it would follow that K(z)=const. on E, and hence 
K(z) = 0 (~ d# = 0). By the preceding, every C 1 function ](¢) on 7 has a 
representation fl+Svlog [~-z[dv(z) with a nice measure dr. All such ] 
would be orthogonal to d#, hence d#=0. 
We now return to (5.9), using Lemma 5.4. We will also obtain another 
formula for ~0 which will make it easier to discuss its smoothness properties. 
L~A 5.5. Let y be o/ class C 1+~, e>0 and let h(t) be absolutely con- 
tinuous with L 2 derivative and o] period 2~. Then equation (5.9) has precisely 
one solution ]or fl and dq~ with S~  dqJ = O, dq~ absolutely continuous and qJ' 
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in L 2. In  terms o/ the /unctions U and V introduced just be/ore Lemma 5.4, 
(5.14) ~ = v~(oo), d~(u) = d/V~{¢(e~U)}- Vd¢(e~)}]. 
The corresponding /unction qa with average zero also satisfies the relation 
1 ~= ¢(e")- ¢(e~) 
(5.15) ~( t )=-2a( t ) -  g J0 arg. ~7_---~ d~(u). 
Here ~ is the conjugate o/ h in the sense o/ trigonometric series or equivalently, 
]~(t)=- Ve{¢(e~t)}+ Ve(~); the argument in the integral is the continuous 
branch with t-average zero. 
P~ooF. The function H(z) on y defined by the relation H{qr)(e~t)}=h(t) 
will be absolutely continuous with L 2 derivative. Let fi and dz(~) denote 
the unique constant and measure representing H(z) in the form (5.10) 
and subject to the conditions of Lemma 5.4. Setting/~{¢(eiu)} = ~(u), we 
conclude that (5.14) is the unique solution of (5.9) which satisfies the 
conditions stated in Lemma 5.5. 
For our fl and % we may rewrite (5.9) in the form 
t 1 ~r ~1 I~(e")-~(e~") 1 }~logfdt_e~uld~(u)+ -~z g og[ i-~Te~'-'g [ d?(u) (5.16) ~ o 
= h(t) - Ue(c~). 
The first term can also be written as 
(5.16') p.v. ~ °" f {I cot l ( t -  u)) ~(u) du = ~(t) 
(ef. the proof of Lemma 5.3), where ~ is the conjugate of ~ in the sense 
of trigonometric series. This conjugate corresponds to the harmonic 
conjugate on the disc ]w I < 1 which vanishes at 0, or to minus the harmonic 
conjugate for Iw I > 1 which vanishes at 0o. Taking the trigonometric 
conjugate of each term in (5.16), we thus obtain 
1 ~ ar  qS(e i t )  - -  q~(e iu ) "  " " 
(5.17) --½~(t)-- ~ 0 g eit--e~u a~tu) ~(t) ÷ const. 
We will use the values of the argument given by that continuous br~nch 
of arg {q~(w)-qS(eiu)}/(w-e ~u) in the region ]w I > 1 which vanishes for 
w=c~ (we have ¢'(cx~)>0). The resulting (single-valued) function of t 
and u is continuous and has t-average zero; it follows that (5.15) is correc~ 
down to the constants. 
We return, finally, to the situation of Lemma 5.2. 
COROLLARY 5.6. For y o/ class Cp +, p>3,  equation (5.6) has a unique 
solution ~ o/class C~, and with average zero. The solution can be obtained 
/rom Lemma 5.5; it is real, and actually o/ class C~-1; the same is true 
/or the trigonometric onjugate ~. 
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Indeed, we now have the special case of equation (5.9) with 
h(t) = - ½ log IqS'(dt)l. 
By Lemma 5.5, there is a unique solution /3, d% with ~ d~v= 0, ? abso- 
lutely continuous and ~0' in L ~. The solution d~ will be real, hence also 
the corresponding ~ with average zero. Since 
• (e~)- ~(e~) 
~(t)=½ arg ~b'(e u) and arg ~7 i~ 
will be of class C~ -1, equation (5.15) shows that the same must be true 
for ~(t). By Lemma 5.3, the function ~0 satisfies (5.6). That also ~ is of 
class C~ -~ follows from equation (5.16). 
6. T~E ~AIN RESULT: THEOREM 2 
Let y be a roundish Jordan curve of class C 3+, and z=~b(w) the 
standard 1 -1  eonformal map from ]w] >1 onto the exterior of y. As 
before, we define 
~(t, u)= b log I¢(e't)-q)(eiu)] = b log leU-elui + G(t, u), 
and we denote the (positive) minimum of Fu(t, u) by m (Section 3). We 
let ~ be the unique solution of class C~=, and average zero, of the integral 
equation 
2g 1 d 
(6.1) lP  "v- S F(t, u )dq J (u )=-~log  i~b'(eU)[ 
2~ o 
(Corollary 5.6). For n ~> 2M(q0'), we now define numbers tg as the solutions 
of the equations 
(6.2) t -~f ( t ) l=a+2~ k- , k=l ,  ..., n, 
n n 
so that 
(6.3) I 
n n 
T~o~z~ 2A. Let y be a roundish Jordan curve o/ class C ~+, and let 
~,~=(b(e~°k), /~=1, ..., n; (0o=0~--2:~<) 01<...<0,~ 
be any nth order equilibrium set on y, where we take n > No= max (2M((p'), 
N(1)}; the definition o/N( I )  may be/ound in (4.25). Choose a=Oo-T(Oo)/n, 
and define numbers t~ by (6.3). Then 
(6.4) max ]O~--tx I <~ 3O~n 1 
m n 
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where 
(6.5) Wn = o)(Gu, 2n/n) + w(q~", 2z/n) ÷ K~/n; 
the constant K~ =K~(y) can be expressed in terms o/M(Gu), M(q~') and M(cy') 
(Lemmas 5.2 and 5.1). I /  y is o/ class C ~+, one has con<~K/n, K=K(~) .  
PRoof. By our choice of ~ we have 
tn - qJ(tn)/n =c¢ ÷ 2~ = On - q~(On)/n, 
hence tn = On. Defining ~ as t~-  0~, we thus have min ~ ~< 0 4 max v,. 
Because n~>N(1), Part  (ii) of Theorem 1 (Section 4) now shows that  
max IT~I ~< 3~n/mn, 
where k 
~.=~(tl ,  ..., t . )=  max I Z F(tj, t,)!. 
Since n>2M(~) ,  Lemma 5.2 shows  that ~n4con.  
If y is of class C a+ , both  Gu and ~" will be of class C I ( Lemma 4.1, 
Corollary 5.6), hence o~n~K/n. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2 (Section 1). Let n>No for the t ime being. 
One derives from (6.3) that  
(6.6) 0~= t~-~=c~+ 2~ ]~ + ~ (~+ 2~ ~) 1+~'  n - n - 
where 
Choosing a as in Theorem 2 or 2A, one thus obtains from (6.4) and (6.3) 
that 
(6.7) max ,(~I~ (3~n÷M(q~)M(cf') l} 1 
k n 
Relations (6.6) and (6.7) establish the result in Theorem 2 for n>~N0. 
For smaller n, one can derive a suitable estimate from Lemma 4.2: a 
short calculation shows that  
In the remainder of this section, we assume that y is o/class C 4+. Looking 
at Lemma 5.1, one notices that  the error term En in (5.5') now becomes 
o(1/n). However, there is still the troublesome term involving ~" which 
is of precise order 1In. I t  would be nice if one could determine T in such 
a way that  this bad term would disappear. This would require solving 
the nonlinear equation 
1 2. =_½d d 1 
(6.8) p.v. ~ 0S F(t, u) d~(u) ~ log l~'(e~)l + ½ 3i og (1 - ~'(t)/n}, 
not  an easy task! 
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Observe that equation (6.1) can be considered as an approximation 
of (6.8) to order l/n. We will now obtain an approximate solution to 
order 1In 2 by setting 
(6.9) ~(t) = ~0(t) ÷ q~l(t)/n, 
and asking that ~0 be a smooth periodic solution of (6.1), ~1 a smooth 
periodic solution of the equation 
l d  ' t  1 }" F(t, u) d~(u)  = - ~-& ~o(). (6.10) ~-~ p.v. ° 
By Corollary 5.6, the solution ~0 (which we give average zero) will be 
of class C~ and so will its conjugate ~0. Equation (6.10) is (5.8) with 
h=F0';  we naturally consider again the closely related equation (5.9). 
By Lemma 5.5, the latter has a unique solution ~1 of period 2z, average 
zero and certain minimal smoothness; by (5.15) with ~ = ~0', the solution 
~1 is of class C~. It  thus follows from Lemma 5.3 that ~ satisfies (6.10). 
Taking n>~2M(~'), it is easy to verify that the resulting/unction q9given 
by (6.9) satisfies equation (6.8) with an error En* such that 
(6.11) IE.*I < {M(~')M(~") + M(T~")}ln ~. 
(6.12) 
For our new % the numbers t~ (6.3) can be written as 
t~ =~< + 2~ ~- + (vo + wln)(t~) . 
n n 
, k 
n 1 (qOo qgo + ~1)(~ + 27~ n ) n~ +0(~) ,  
We now combine Remark 2.6 (taking r=2)  with equation (5.4') and 
inequality (6.11). As a result we obtain the estimate 
l 
~n= max I ]~ F(tj, t~)l <E.*+ max IEn(~, qj, ~)[ 
(6.13) ~ k.~ 
< w~' ---- (eJ(Guu, 2x~/n) ÷ w(q~o', 2~/n) ÷ oo(q)l", 2~/n)}/n +g2/n 2, 
where the constant Kg.=K2(7') can be expressed in terms of M(Gu), 
M(Guu), M(q~o'), ..., M(~0'r'), M(~I'), M(~I"). 
THEOREM 2B. For a roundish Jordan curve 7 o/class C 4+, the estimate 
(6.4), (6.5) in Theorem 2A can be sharpened to 
(6.14) max [O~--t~] <<. 3°)n 1 - -  0 , n ~-NO,  
m n 
where the numbers t~ are given by (6.12) with o¢=Oo-qJ(Oo)/n, and wn' is 
given by (6.13). 
For p>4,  one can add terms q~(t)/n2+.., to (6.9); using the corre- 
sponding numbers t~, the bound in (6.14) becomes o(n2-~). 
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7. THE FIELD DUE TO ELECTRONS IN EQUILIBt~IUM 
With the normalization used in this paper, the electrostatic field at z, 
due to electrons (charges -1 )  at the points ~1 . . . .  , ~n, will be given by 
the complex conjugate #~(z)* of 
1 (7.1) #~(~)=- ~ z-~" 
k=l 
We will study the asymptotic behavior as n -+ c~ of such sums for the 
case where the points Sk form an nth order equilibrium set on a roundish 
Jorda~ curve y. As before, z=q~(w) will denote the normalized 1 -  1 
conformal map from [w t > 1 onto the exterior E of y; the inverse map 
will be denoted by w= T(z). 
THEOREM 3. For every roundish Jordan curve 7 o/class C a+ there exists 
a sequence o/ numbers cn ~ 0 with the ]ollowing property. Let n be any 
integer >~ 2, and let 
~k=¢(e~°k), k= l ,  ..., n; (Oo=On-2~r<)Ol<...<On 
be any nth order equilibrium set on y. Then the corresponding/unction # (Z) 
(7.1) satisfies the ]ollowing inequalities, where Ut(z) denotes the harmonic 
]unction in the interior D o /y  with boundary values ½ log IT'(z)] and d(z, y) 
the distance ]rom z to y: 
#n(z) -  -~-  i z in D, 
1 + d(z, ~) 
(7.2) <. ~n ]or 
l#~(z)+n ~,(z) ~,,(z) l d~(z, , )  T(z) - ½ ~ z in E, 
respectively. I] 7 is o/ class C 4+, one has #+=O(1/n). 
PROOF. As in Section 6, we compare the numbers Ok with the solutions 
tk of the equations (6.2), where ~ is the unique solution of equation (6.1) 
of class C 2 , and with average zero, and ~=Oo-qp(Oo)/n. Taking n>~No 
for the time being, Theorem 2A shows that 
O k 
I$k--qS(dt~)l = I ~ qY(du) idu duJ 
(7.3) tk 
<-<M(q~')lOk--tkl <~ n/n, k= 1, ..., n 
where ~n=3M@')~On/m ~ O. It will be convenient to introduce the ab- 
breviation 
By (7.3), 
(7.4) 
1 
z -  ¢)(e~) = g(z, u). 
J~n(z) + y_, g(z, tk)l < vn/d2(z, ~). 
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We will estimate the sum in (7.4) with the aid of Formula 2.4, using 
our present ~v and taking r= 1. The result is 
n ol g(z, u) d u-~(u)  n + E~{g(z, u), ~, ~}, (7.5) ~ g(z, tk)= 
1 
where (cf. (2.5)) 
(7.6) 
t lEn{g(z' u), ~0, ~}1 < w(T1, u/n) 
<w{gu(z, u), 2zfn}+ 12M{gu(z, u)}M(~o')ln 
<~ (K/n){1 +d(z, )O}/dS(z, )¢), 
with a constant K depending only on 9~. 
Our next task is to evaluate the integral in (7.5). We begin with 
1 2,~ 1 1 dw 
(7.7) I1 = ~ i ° g(~, u)d~= ~ ~J~ ~-  ¢(~) w 
By Cauchy's theorem, the last integral may be taken over any circle 
Iw I =r~> 1, but for z in E, we will pick up a residue when the circle crosses 
the root T(z) of the equation q)(w) =z. Letting r --> oo, we thus find that 
(7.8) I1= t 0 for z in D, 
T'(z)/T(z) for z in E. ( 
We also have to consider 
2s  
1 So g(z, u) d~(u)= W'(z), (7.9) I9= 
where the multi-valuedness of logarithms uggests that we use different 
definitions for W(z) in D and E. Assuming (as we may) that 0 lies in D, 
we set 
log {1-z/q~(e~u)}dq)(u) for z in D, 
2~W(z) = o 
I log {1-qS(e~u)/z}dcf(u) for z in E. 
0 
Here any continuous branch of the logarithms will do; one has 2~ fo d~ = o. 
Apart from constants, the real part of W(z) is given by 
2~ 
1 o~ log Iz-~(e~u)l d~0(u); v(z )  = 
U(z) is harmonic in D and in E, bounded at infinity, and continuous 
across y because of the smoothness of y and ~0. By the definition of ~0 
C2~, it follows from Lemma as a solution of equation (6.1)=(5.6) of class  
5.3 that 
U{q)(e~t)} = - ½ log lq~'(e~t)[ + eonst., 
hence 
U(z)=½1og[~'(z)[+const., z on y or in E. 
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I t  also follows that  for z in D, U(z) = U~(z) + const. The conclusion is that  
~-~- i Udz), z in D, 
(b  6)U(z)= (7.~o) w'(~)=~- i~ 
~W (z)/T (z), z in E. 
Combining (7.4)-(7.10), one obtains (7.2) with fn=~n+K/n, assuming 
that  n>No. For n<No, inspection shows that  there must  be inequalities 
of the type (7.2) with certain (possibly large) constants f . .  Smaller 
constants could be obtained with the aid of Lemma 4.2. 
Note that  if 7 is of class C a+, then ~n=O(1/n) (Theorem 2A), hence 
~=O(Un). 
REMARKS. In  D, there is a limiting field 
#(z)*= lira #n(Z)*= ~x oy/ 
One has C(z )=0 only if Udz)=const . ,  and the latter is the case only if 
T ' ( z )=const .  or T(z)=az+b, that  is, if y is a circle. 
I f  7 is not a circle, and Do is a compact subset of D which is not just 
a finite point set, then 
max [#n(Z)[-> max [g~(z)I =f i>0 
D o DO 
as n -~ ~.  Thus on Do, the field due to an equil ibrium distr ibution of n 
electrons (total charge -n )  is, for large n, of the same order of smallness 
as the field due to a single electron on y. 
Imperial College, London and 
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